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uropeanLife is a unique showcase from Europe to global consumers which
gives the reader a glimpse into the world of Design & Luxury Life. We give brands
and events access to exclusive distribution channels to showcase their brand.
The development of seamless consumer experiences, genuine communications
through digital media, and a well-founded expansion strategy to new global markets
are key determinants for the future success of luxury companies. What makes
EuropeanLife unique, is our focus on innovative media products, our exclusive
network in new markets such as Russia, China and India, Middle East and our modern
distribution channels to the readers. Our network makes a unique global community
to showcase the best brands around the world.

MAGAZINES

Our glossy e-magazine is distributed
through leading international media
such as The Moscow Times, China Daily
and New Delhi Times, resulting in a
substantial reach of luxury consumers
in new markets. Our luxury bloggers are
located in different cultures all over the
world, which allows us to significantly expand the international exposure
in local languages of our clients and
build local awareness. We promote the
brands and the entrepreneurs in the
magazine in packages of 3 months on all
our distribution channels. You can get
showcase in our magazine any time, any
day!

EVENT SPECIALS

We give owners of events and trade markets the possibility for their own exclusive,
tailor-made magazine, promoted over a period of time in 7 different distribution
channels, on our website and our network, with a reach that covers the world, in print
and digital. We are partners with events in Luxury and entrepreneurship and work
with them to promote their organization, their brands, their clients, their exhibitors
and give them the opportunity to create an event magazine with us. Ask for the
Special Handout for more details.

AN INTERACTIVE MAGAZINE FOR YOUR EVENT

Your exhibitors and your clients expect an amazing experience by visiting your
event. Give your visitors an interactive adventure with your event magazine using
augmented & virtual reality.

Digital interactive magazine experiences using augmented reality &
virtual reality
Integrated multimedia map of
your event
Virtual visitors around the 		
world throughout the year
Product presentations in High
Quality 3D and 360 Degrees.
Direct website access by your
phone
Event overview in 3D
An EuropeanLife interactive event magazine will bring your event to a higher level.
Our EuropeanLife representative will contact you soon!

READERSHIP
EuropeanLife focuses on high-end global professionals and their peers, who are
engaged in entrepreneurship, business, investment and high society. This luxury
consumer segment typically combines significant purchasing power with a strong
appetite for luxury goods, services and exclusive design, as well as a continuous
interest in the exclusive lifestyle associated with Europe.

THE REACH OF EUROPEANLIFE MAGAZINES
EuropeanLife understands modern digital distribution and their exclusive distribution
tools takes your brand all over the world directly in the hands of your client. We have
an active blogger team and we are active on all online platforms. We have partners
in Russia, China, India and the Middle East where readers of successful media have
free access to our magazine.
In each of these leading international media platforms, we are featured in the luxury
section which covers a wide range of topics (luxury design and services, exclusive
travel, fine art, etc.). Additionally, our e-magazine is shared by our international
luxury bloggers, social media, and active website, with a reach of +2 million followers
who are specifically interested in luxury.
EuropeanLife format is based on the theory that success is a matter of being seen
in the right circles. that is why we choose to distribute our magazine and event
magazines in many ways and in different communities.

UNIQUE TARGET MARKETING SYSTEM
EuropeanLife offers the unique possibility to show your content in a target marketing
campaign directly in the hands of your target group. We create you an insert or a
magazine and will custom-make a target list in the region, the target group or the
client you like to reach.
A perfect presentation with a guaranteed reach in the right circles.
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